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Abstract 
Increasing growth of the Internet has made the thousands of the 
websites and web user around the world. Increase of web users 
and websites is also causing increase of huge data per second 
on the web. This increase is causing users difficult to find the 
relevant information from the web. Therefore we need to create 
algorithms for the easy and fast web mining tools for the users. 
Since it is majorly a responsibility of the website owners to track 
and provide relevant information to the users as per their usage 
history therefore web usage mining is particularly focus of this 
work. Web usage mining aims at discovering useful information 
or knowledge from usage data registered in log files, based on 
primary kinds of data used in the mining process. This paper uses 
a web usage mining technique to fetch knowledge from web server 
log files where all user navigation history is registered.
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I. Introduction

A. Web Data Mining 
Web data mining can be broadly defined as the discovery and 
analysis of useful information from the Internet. There are vast 
amounts of data information on the Web. It has become the research 
focus of the advanced database technology, the Internet and 
information retrieval field how to do complex applications of these 
data. Data mining is finding the implicit regularity information 
from large amounts of data to resolve the application of data quality 
problems. Taking full advantage of useful data and wasting useless 
data is the most important applications of data mining technology. 
Unlike a fully structured data in traditional databases, the top 
characteristic of data on the Web is semi-structured, which makes 
Web-oriented data mining to be more complex than a single data 
warehouse mining.
The data on the Web without a specific model description, the data 
of each site are independently designed, and the data itself has a 
readme and dynamic variability. Thus, the data on the Web has 
a certain structural levels of existence, but the readme, which is 
not fully structured data, which is also known as semi-structured 
data. 

B. The Ttypes of Web Data Mining 
Web data mining is increasingly becoming popular and therefore 
web mining is being applied in various ways. The major types of 
the web mining can be seen in figure 1.

1. Web Log
A Web log is a file to which the Web server writes information 
each time a user requests a resource from that particular site. 
All users’ web access activities of a website are recorded by the 
WWW server of the website and stored into the Web Server Logs. 
Each user access record contains the client IP address, request 
time, requested URL, user ID, HTTP status code, etc. Web log 
consist of attributes with the data values in the form of records. 
The information contained in web logs has been used in many 

different ways. In various studies, researchers and search engine 
administrators have used information from web logs to learn about 
the search process and to improve search engines. Besides learning 
about search engines or their users, query web logs are also being 
used to infer semantic concepts or relations [3].
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Fig. 1: Types of Web Data Mining

WEB-PAGE recommendation has become increasingly popular, 
and is shown as links to related stories, related books, or most 
viewed pages at websites. When a user browses a website, a 
sequence of visited Web-pages during a session (the period from 
starting, to existing the browser by the user) can be generated. 
This sequence is organized into a Web session S = d1d2 . . . dk, 
where di (i = [1 . . . k]) is the page ID of the ith visited Web-page 
by the user. The objective of a Web-page recommender system is 
to effectively predict the Web-page or pages that will be visited 
from a given Web-page of a website.
There are a number of issues in developing an effective Web-
page recommender system, such as how to effectively learn from 
available historical data and discover useful knowledge of the 
domain and Web-page navigation patterns, how to model and use 
the discovered knowledge, and how to make effective Web-page 
recommendations based on the discovered knowledge. 
A great deal of research has been devoted to resolve these issues 
over the past decade. It has been reported that the approaches based 
on tree structures and probabilistic models can efficiently represent 
Web access sequences (WAS) in the Web usage data [1]. These 
approaches learn from the training datasets to build the transition 
links between Web-pages. By using these approaches, given the 
current visited Web-page (referred to as a state) and k previously 
visited pages (the previous k states), the Web-page(s) that will be 
visited in the next navigation step can be predicted.
The performance of these approaches depends on the sizes of 
training datasets. The bigger the training dataset size is, the 
higher the prediction accuracy is. However, these approaches 
make Web-page recommendations solely based on the Web access 
sequences learnt from the Web usage data. Therefore, the predicted 
pages are limited within the discovered Web access sequences, 
i.e., if a user is visiting a Web-page that is not in the discovered 
Web access sequence, then these approaches cannot offer any 
recommendations to this user We refer to this problem as “new-
page problem” in this study.
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II. Existing System
With the continuous development of science and technology, more 
and more database and information systems connect with the 
network. That is to say how to discover the required information 
from complex network data has become a more and more important 
concern problem. Data mining refers to the practical application of 
data from which implicit information and knowledge are extracted 
to analysis and use. 
The process of Data pre-processing has been discussed in other 
research papers. IN the area of Web usage mining, several 
researcher have done distinguish work .R. Cooley; University 
of Minnesota [2] has conducted an in depth research in web 
usage mining. They proposed a mining prototype Web Miner 
and derived a system WebSIFT to perform web usage mining. 
In[1] they have discussed about the difficulties faced in data pre-
processing i.e. moving target. As we have moved static HTML 
web sites to a dynamic website created from sophisticated content 
server and personalization tool, difficulties associated with data 
pre-processing has also increased. Web log mining technique has 
been used in various web applications so an integrated platform 
is required [4] they have proposed a multidimensional model to 
smoothly integrate web data pre-processing, website contents and 
topology information.
Web access information is large data information. It is various and 
updating, and remember the visitors, the visited web, the visiting 
time and so on. Some meaningful data are applied in the electronic 
commerce environment according to mining algorithm. And get 
valuable commercial intelligence information about electronic 
business operation manage. Such as identifying the user’s speciality 
and forecasting the interest of potential customers by remembering 
the web visitors’ information. It explores the visiting data in the 
particular period. At last it finds the commonality of colony 
visiting’ behaviours and the potential customers’ information. 
So then update the web structure, offer some relational base for 
the strategies of web electronic business operator [2].

A. Traditional Approaches that use Sequence

1. Learning Models
In applying sequence learning models to Web-page recommendation, 
association rules and probabilistic models have been commonly 
used. Some models, such as sequential modelling, have shown 
their significant effectiveness in recommendation generation]. 
In order to model the transitions between different Web-pages 
in Web sessions, Markov models and tree-based structures are 
strong candidates. Some surveys have shown that tree-based 
algorithms, particularly Pre-Order Linked WAP-Tree Mining 
(PLWAP-Mine for short), are outstanding in supporting Web-
page recommendation, compared with other sequence mining 
algorithms.
Furthermore, the integration of PLWAP-Mine and the higher-order 
Markov model can significantly enhance mining performance.

2. Semantic-Enhanced Approaches
The semantic-enhanced approaches integrate semantic information 
into Web-page recommendation models. By making use of the 
ontology of websites, Web-page recommendation can be enriched 
and improved significantly in the systems. In the systems, a 
domain ontology is often useful for clustering documents, 
classifying pages or searching subjects. A domain ontology can 
be obtained by manual or automatic construction approaches, for 
example, ontologies have been developed for distance learning 

courses, course content, personalized e-learning, contracts, and 
software. Depending on the domain of interest in the system, 
we can reuse some existing ontology’s or build a new ontology, 
and then integrate it with Web mining. For example, ontology 
concepts are used to semantically enhance Web logs in a Web 
personalization system. In this system, an ontology is built with 
the concepts extracted from the documents, so that the documents 
can be clustered based on the similarity measure of the ontology 
concepts. Then, usage data is integrated with the ontology in 
order to produce semantically enhanced navigational patterns. 
Subsequently, the system can make recommendations, depending 
on the input patterns semantically matched with the produced 
navigational patterns.
LiangWei and Song Lei [18] employ ontology to represent a 
website’s domain knowledge using the concepts and significant 
terms extracted from documents. They generate online 
recommendations by semantically matching and searching for 
frequent pages discovered from the Web usage mining process. 
This approach achieves higher precision rates, coverage rates 
and matching rates.
On the other hand, by mapping Web-pages to domain concepts in 
a particular semantic model, the recommender system can reason 
what Web-pages are about, and then make more accurate Web-
page recommendations.
Alternatively, since Web access sequences can be converted into 
sequences of ontology instances, Web-page recommendation can 
be made by ontology reasoning. In these studies, the Web usage 
mining algorithms find the frequent navigation paths in terms 
of ontology instances rather than normal Web-page sequences. 
Generally, ontology has helped to organize knowledge bases 
systematically and allows systems to operate effectively.

3. Domain Ontology of a Website for Web-Page Recomm-
endation
In the context of Web-page recommendation, the input data is 
Web logs that record user sessions on a daily basis. The user 
sessions include information about users’ Webpage navigation 
activities. Each Web-page has a title, which contains the keywords 
that embrace the semantics of the Web-page. Based on these 
facts, we aim to discover domain knowledge from the titles of 
visited Web-pages at a website and represent the discovered 
knowledge in a domain ontology to support effective Web-page 
recommendation.
A domain ontology is defined as a conceptual model that specifies 
the terms and relationships between them explicitly and formally, 
which in turn represent the domain knowledge for a specific 
domain. The three main components are listed as follows:

Domain terms (concepts),• 
Relationships between the terms (concepts), and• 
Features of the terms and relationships.• 

Ontology’s are often implemented in a logic-based language, 
such as OWL/RDF, to become understandable to software agents 
or software systems. Therefore, ontology based knowledge 
representation allows sharing and interchanging semantic 
information among Web systems over the Internet. It also enables 
the reuse of the domain knowledge, and reasoning the semantics 
of Web-pages from the existing facts. Furthermore, ontological 
representation of discovered knowledge from different sources 
can be easily integrated to support Web-page recommendation 
effectively.
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4. Work done by other Authors
The growth of the Internet is increasing rapidly and the use of 
websites and web-based systems has become very common. The 
main problem that faces any website admin or any web application 
system is data increase per-second, which is stored in different 
types and formats in server log files about users, their future 
needs and maintains the structure and content of website or web 
services according to their previous data. Web usage mining aims 
at discovering useful information or knowledge from usage data 
registered in log files, based on primary kinds of data used in the 
mining process. By using one of the web mining techniques, this 
paper uses a web usage mining technique to procure knowledge 
from web server log files where all user navigation history is 
registered [1].
In this decade there is a nonlinear growth in the data available 
on the World Wide Web, with this growth there arises a need 
for finding and analyzing useful data available on the web. The 
behavior of webpage and how the users use the web can be found 
in the weblog. The process of extracting knowledge from weblog is 
called Web Log mining. This extracted knowledge can be used to 
enhance the quality of information being shared on the web. Web 
log are generally noisy and ambiguous, so data pre-processing is 
an very important step in Data mining. This paper gives overview 
on weblog mining using decision tree, privacy issues and a glimpse 
of various applications of web log mining [2].
Now a days, user rely on the web for information, but the currently 
available search engines often gives a long list of results, much of 
which are not always relevant to the user’s requirement. Web Logs 
are important information repositories, which record user activities 
on the search results. The mining of these logs can improve the 
performance of search engines, since a user has a specific goal 
when searching for information. Optimized search may provide 
the results that accurately satisfy user’s specific goal for the search. 
In this paper, we propose a web recommendation approach which 
is based on learning from web logs and recommends user a list of 
pages which are relevant to him by comparing with user’s historic 
pattern. Finally, search result list is optimized by re-ranking the 
result pages. The proposed system proves to be efficient as the 
pages desired by the user, are on the top in the result list and thus 
reducing the search time [3].
Event logs have been widely used over the last three decades to 
analyze the failure behavior of a variety of systems. Nevertheless, 
the implementation of the logging mechanism lacks a systematic 
approach and collected logs are often inaccurate at reporting 
software failures: This is a threat to the validity of log-based 
failure analysis. This paper analyzes the limitations of current 
logging mechanisms and proposes a rule-based approach to make 
logs effective to analyze software failures. The approach leverages 
artifacts produced at system design time and puts forth a set of 
rules to formalize the placement of the logging instructions within 
the source code. The validity of the approach, with respect to 
traditional logging mechanisms, is shown by means of around 
12,500 software fault injection experiments into real-world 
systems [4].
Web-page recommendation plays an important role in intelligent 
Web systems. Useful knowledge discovery from Web usage data 
and satisfactory knowledge representation for effective Web-
page recommendations are crucial and challenging. This paper 
proposes a novel method to efficiently provide better Web-page 
recommendation through semantic-enhancement by integrating 
the domain and Web usage knowledge of a website. Two new 
models are proposed to represent the domain knowledge. The 

first model uses an ontology to represent the domain knowledge. 
The second model uses one automatically generated semantic 
network to represent domain terms, Web-pages, and the relations 
between them. Another new model, the conceptual prediction 
model, is proposed to automatically generate a semantic network 
of the semantic Web usage knowledge, which is the integration 
of domain knowledge and Web usage knowledge. A number 
of effective queries have been developed to query about these 
knowledge bases. Based on these queries, a set of recommendation 
strategies have been proposed to generate Web-page candidates. 
The recommendation results have been compared with the results 
obtained from an advanced existing Web Usage Mining (WUM) 
method. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed 
method produces significantly higher performance than the WUM 
method [5].
The growth of the Internet is increasing rapidly and the use of 
websites and web-based systems has become very common. The 
main problem that faces any website admin or any web application 
system is data increase per-second, which is stored in different 
types and formats in server log files about users, their future 
needs and maintains the structure and content of website or web 
services according to their previous data. Web usage mining aims 
at discovering useful information or knowledge from usage data 
registered in log files, based on primary kinds of data used in the 
mining process. By using one of the web mining techniques, this 
paper uses a web usage mining technique to procure knowledge 
from web server log files where all user navigation history is 
registered [6].

III. Proposed Work
This work shall use the apache web server log file of a financial 
web site user having more than 16 million hits in a month’s time. 
A web server log contains the following information:

Number of Hits• 
Number of Visitors• 
Visitor Referring Website• 
Visitor Referral Website• 
Time and Duration• 
Path Analysis• 
Visitor IP Address• 
Browser Type• 
Cookies• 

Data of a typical web server is shown in following sample data 
of the first raw of the log file: 
1.2012-10-12 00:01:21 W3SVC4045 C27384-57916 70.87.39.67 
GET /robots.txt - 80 - 24.232.136.71 HTTP/1.1 Mozilla / 4.0 + 
(compatible; +MSIE+6.0; + Windows + NT + 5.1; + S V1; + MSIE 
Crawler) - - www.interactivegt.com 304 0 0 213 320 281
This work shall use the basic steps of the web usage mining with 
modifications to improve the performance and accuracy of the 
extracted information. For improvements, work will be done in 
following modified steps:
Data Collection – From a server log of a financial website
Data Pre-processing – Formatting data from the server log obtained. 
The server log contains huge information in each record which 
is separated and stored in lists with rows and columns. Some 
redundant information is removed and data rows are ordered on 
the basis of the date and time of hit.
Pattern Discovery – In this step I will apply the following (but 
not to max) association rules:
If Webpage X is hit then Webpage Y is also hit by the user
If Webpage X is hit then user moves away from the site by clicking 

an external link
Path is completed on Web Page X
Pattern Analysis – From the association rules applied in step 3 
data shall be analysed to find the support and confidence for each 
rule and filtering of records shall be done on basis of low support 
or confidence. Knowledge will be produced for the web admin in 
readable format for future use.
Result Generation – Each phase will be measured for time taken 
and time complexity to show that the performance of the proposed 
system is high. Comparatives shall also be produced to show the 
accuracy of the produced patterns in respect of the base work.

A. Proposed Scheme
Proposed work will be implemented using C#.NET Windows and 
Server Log Dataset Extracted from a live server from a financial 
website. The work will be done in following steps:

1. Flow Chart

Fig. 2: Flow Chart

Interface Development: C#.net windows/JAVA Swing forms will 
be used to develop the interface. Various relevant navigational 
buttons will be included in it which allows traversing with 
validations.
Loading Server Log DataSet: Server Log dataset is a collection 
of server messages generated when a server starts and stops. The 
details such as login, logout, system shutdown, errors and other 
information’s will be stored in it by the server machine during 
the normal course of operations on the server. These will be used 

for clustering of message using association rules.
Data Pre-processing: File handling will be used for loading the 
server log file in project and will be applied data pre-processing 
on the loaded data. In data pre-processing stopping and stemming 
will be applied to filter data for important words. Stopping will 
be used to remove all special characters, remove any words with 
length less than or equal to 3 characters and removing any words 
which are prepositions. Stemming will be applied to remove words 
with having similar meaning and different tense of English.
Analysis Phase: In this phase, various characteristics of the server 
log file will be used for creating association rules. These rules 
shall be applied to create clusters.
Results & Graphs: Results will be calculated by using the clusters 
and formulas for calculation of performance and accuracy of 
the system. Graphs will be drawn using the various results as 
calculated for all accuracy, precision, recall and specificity.
Comparison with Existing Work: A comparative chart will be 
prepared for all results calculated in previous steps showing the 
comparison between the existing work from the base paper and 
evaluated results for the proposed algorithm implementation as 
above.

IV. Results & Discussion
From the implementation of the proposed work various reading 
has been obtained which are enlisted in following slides. For 
processing apache server log dataset has been used which is 
available for researchers online.
The work is focused on analysis of the processing related with 
association rule mining and it has been found that due to proposed 
implementation time taken in drawing association rules is very 
less and helpful in further clustering of data.
For drawing association rules following strategies have been 
applied: 

Rule 1: If Webpage X is hit then Webpage Y is also hit by 1. 
the user
Rule 2: If Webpage X is hit then user moves away from the 2. 
site by clicking an external link
Rule 3: If a user comes on site once then he visits it again3. 

Pattern Analysis – From the association rules applied data has 
been analysed to find the support and confidence for each rule and 
filtering of records done on basis of low support or confidence. 
Knowledge has been produced for the web admin in readable 
format for future use.
Processing Type Time Taken (ms)
Data Loading Time 2742 
Data Cleaning Time 294
Association Rule Mining Time 27
Time Taken in Analysis of the Rules 1

Fig. 3: Time Analysis of various steps in Proposed Implemen-
tation

Start
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an external link
Path is completed on Web Page X
Pattern Analysis – From the association rules applied in step 3 
data shall be analysed to find the support and confidence for each 
rule and filtering of records shall be done on basis of low support 
or confidence. Knowledge will be produced for the web admin in 
readable format for future use.
Result Generation – Each phase will be measured for time taken 
and time complexity to show that the performance of the proposed 
system is high. Comparatives shall also be produced to show the 
accuracy of the produced patterns in respect of the base work.
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Server Log Dataset Extracted from a live server from a financial 
website. The work will be done in following steps:
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buttons will be included in it which allows traversing with 
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for clustering of message using association rules.
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server log file in project and will be applied data pre-processing 
on the loaded data. In data pre-processing stopping and stemming 
will be applied to filter data for important words. Stopping will 
be used to remove all special characters, remove any words with 
length less than or equal to 3 characters and removing any words 
which are prepositions. Stemming will be applied to remove words 
with having similar meaning and different tense of English.
Analysis Phase: In this phase, various characteristics of the server 
log file will be used for creating association rules. These rules 
shall be applied to create clusters.
Results & Graphs: Results will be calculated by using the clusters 
and formulas for calculation of performance and accuracy of 
the system. Graphs will be drawn using the various results as 
calculated for all accuracy, precision, recall and specificity.
Comparison with Existing Work: A comparative chart will be 
prepared for all results calculated in previous steps showing the 
comparison between the existing work from the base paper and 
evaluated results for the proposed algorithm implementation as 
above.

IV. Results & Discussion
From the implementation of the proposed work various reading 
has been obtained which are enlisted in following slides. For 
processing apache server log dataset has been used which is 
available for researchers online.
The work is focused on analysis of the processing related with 
association rule mining and it has been found that due to proposed 
implementation time taken in drawing association rules is very 
less and helpful in further clustering of data.
For drawing association rules following strategies have been 
applied: 

Rule 1: If Webpage X is hit then Webpage Y is also hit by 1. 
the user
Rule 2: If Webpage X is hit then user moves away from the 2. 
site by clicking an external link
Rule 3: If a user comes on site once then he visits it again3. 

Pattern Analysis – From the association rules applied data has 
been analysed to find the support and confidence for each rule and 
filtering of records done on basis of low support or confidence. 
Knowledge has been produced for the web admin in readable 
format for future use.
Processing Type Time Taken (ms)
Data Loading Time 2742 
Data Cleaning Time 294
Association Rule Mining Time 27
Time Taken in Analysis of the Rules 1

Fig. 3: Time Analysis of various steps in Proposed Implemen-
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Inference: The above graph is a clear indicative of the efficiency of 
the proposed system. The maximum time has been taken in loading 
and pre-processing of data. Time taken in drawing association 
rules is very less than the above two times.
The time taken in analysis of the data based on the association 
rules drawn is then reduced very much as the data has been filtered 
to a great extent. 
The results obtained consider whole data therefore no results are 
missed.
Confidence for 
Association Rules (AR) Values Found Value Found In %

Confidence for AR 1 0.289017341 29
Confidence for AR 2 62.71676301 63
Confidence for AR 3 36.99421965 37

Fig. 4: Confidence Value Evaluated for Different Association 
Rules

Inference: The above graph shows the confidence value obtained 
for each set of association rules and it shows that the rule 2 and 
rule 3 are more accurate and gives high confidence.
Support for Association Rules (AR) Value Found
Support for AR 1 0.007168459
Support for AR 2 0.41218638
Support for AR 3 0.580645161

Fig. 5: Support Value for Various Association Rules

Inference: The above graph shows the support value obtained 
for each set of association rules and it shows that the rule 1 and 
rule 2 are more accurate and gives low support. 
Visitor Statistics Type Count Found in AR Mining
Visitor Visiting 2 or More Pages 2
Visitors quitting after one Page 115
Visitors Revisiting the Website 162

Fig. 6: Visitors Statistics used to Draw Association Rules

Inference: The above graph shows the visitor statistics for all 
the visitors which are grouped on the basis of the association 
rules applied. These stats are also in conformance with the value 
of confidence which is indicative that first rule in not providing 
very confident results 
Comparison with work in base paper: 
Existing Work Proposed Work

1) Focus in on finding 
usual statistics useful 
for Search Engine 
Optimization

1) Focus is on proposing an 
efficient algorithm for extracting 
information useful for Search 
Engine Optimization and for 
efficient implementations of 
proposed tools

2) No results have 
been provided to prove 
that the work done is 
efficient

2) Results obtained show the 
readings and graphs for time taken 
and proves their efficiency

3) No specific 
algorithm/method has 
been used for pattern 
discovery and analysis

3) Efficient Association Rule 
Mining algorithm has been 
proposed and implemented for 
pattern discovery and analysis

V. Conclusion
It is foreseeable that in the near future, the average user will not 
shift entirely to the cloud computing model, firstly, because of the 
aforementioned security reasons, and secondly, they also hoard 
some computing devices, turning to cloud computing means to 
abandon existing investments. But some businesses with low level 
data confidentiality or even completely open can use commercial 
cloud computing model, such as some entertainment sites, SNS 
sites as well as public service platform, such as network library 
and public information release platform and so on. In addition, 
enterprises can also try to separate from the business, one part of 
the businesses involves confidential information are still running 
in the local network in accordance with the original mode and the 
other part complete by the cloud computing platform.
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